The Spinning Wheel Dance, Rinnce an Tuirne

A 72 bar jig for trio facing trio longways progressive.
Trios are a man with a lady on each side.

(16) **Advance & Retire, Advance & Pass Through.**
Pass Right shoulders and turn around to the Right and repeat to place.

(16) **Thread the Needle (Arches).**
(4) Middle person reaches across himself with his Left hand and takes the Left hand of the lady on his Right and escorts her to his Left while the lady on the Left dances under their arch. The ladies have changed places.
(4) Same people with the same hands dance back to place.
(8) Repeat but with the Right hand and the Lefthand lady.

(8) **Right Hand Star, Left back.**

(16) **Advance, Retire and Circle.** All 6 take hands in a circle.
(4) Advance & Retire.
(4) Circle Right & Set.
(8) Repeat back the way you came from to place.
Note: This is 1/2 of a "Bend the Ring & Circle".

(8) **Around the House.**
Head middles (with their backs to the music) face Right and swing that person. Bottom middles swing dancer on their Left. Person on the Left of head middle swing the person across the set. All swing to place.

(8) **Advance & Retire, Advance & Pass Through.**
Face a new trio.
Caller's Notes for The Spinning Wheel Dance:

(16) Advance & Retire, Advance & Pass Through (Repeat).
(16) Thread the Needle (Arches).
(8) Right Hand Star, Left back.
(16) Advance, Retire and Circle.
(8) Around the House.